and one has to account for the porosity of the medium at scales smaller than that of the fractal or PSF regime. The third part deals with application of our theoretical concepts to data. We show that the general equations easily fit either aggregate bulk density data or retention data; but no data are available both on bulk density and retention over a large range of scale. Density data are available by means of aggregate weighing only at rather large scales. How actually does soil bulk density scale in soils? Further experimental research should be carried out using image analysis, but several conceptual errors may arise. In conclusion the PSF approach appears now as a general, simple way to represent in the same framework several major structural soil scaling properties and to go beyond conventional fractal models of multiscale soil structure. Further generalizations of the PSF are possible and attractive with a view to developing an operational model. In particular we may relax selfsimilarity imposed on the system thus allowing bulk density to pass through different scaling regimes and exhibit non-monotonic scaling behaviour.
